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In this paper we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for an element of 

a complete lattice to be isolated in the oder topology. G. Birkoff has posed the 

problem: which should read “ Find a necessary and sμilicient condi#on lor an 
element 01 a conψlet lattice to be isolated (a) 쩌 the order topology, (b) iη the 
interval topology." (pagc 62 of [1]) The part (b) of the problem has been solved 

previously by E.S. Northam [2] and by the author [3]. This paper supplies a 

more or less complete answer to the part (a) of this problem. We here recalI 

some standard terms. L is a complete lattice if it is a partialy ordcred, and has 

supremum 때d infimum of every subset of L , Let {xa J be any net in a complete 

lattice L. We define xa order-converges to a to mean 

Lim sup {xa}= Lim mf {Xa}=a 

that is. it means 

a=^L ':f x~ ~=VL6 γ a lß르a “‘ß J-α lβ르a “‘’β 

And we define a subset M of L to be closed in the order topology, if and only 

if, for any net {xa J in M , if xα order converge to a then aEM. An element a 

in a complete lattice L i3 said to have finitc property if for every subset S of L 

such that a= VS there exists a finite su벼et F of S such that a = V F and duaI. 

We are now in a position to prove the foIlowing theorem: 

THEOREM I. A necessary and sullicient cOl1dz'tion lor an eleηzeχt a 01 a co-
11ψlete lattz"ce to be z"solated 쩌 the ordeγ topology is that a has linite þroperty. 

PROOF. At first we shall show that the condition is neccssary. Suppose that 

for some su넓et S of the complete lattice L , a ~ V F for every finitc subset F of 

S. Let r be the set of all finite subf,et of S. We then know that r is a directcd 

set under set inclusion relation. To obtain a net in L-a which order converges 

to a, we set bF=VF for cvery FEr. And we shaIl show the net {bFJ in L-a 

orderconverges to a. In fact, since S is the set union of aIl Fεr we have 

a= \/S=VF，εr(VF) = V FfrbF. 

Therefore bF •a which n:eans that {bF J is a monotone increasing net and 
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a=VFfr bpHence (bF ) order-converges to a. Thus it follows that a is not an 

isolated point of L , which is a contradiction. Hence we have a finite subset F of 

S such that a=VF. And dual. 

We now show the sufficiency. Suppose that L-a is not closed in the order 

topology, then it means that there exists a net (xa ) in L-a such that (xa ) or

der-converges to a, i. e. , 

a=0f ,,':L ν ~ =Vl ^ ν i -αlβ르a Xß J - a 1β르aιß l' 
Setting Ua=웰a xß 때d Va=왜α Xß we see that ua •a 때d Va • a such that ua 르 
Xa 르 Va for all α. Since the element a has tne finite property, and a= Vava' th-

ere exists a finite subset of the indices set { α } of (xa ) such that a= V rVr' Since 

{ α ) is a directed set, we can find δE{ α ) such that δ 르 r for any r E (r). Since 

{ Va } is monotone increasing, vð 르 Vr for any r E (r). It follows that vð=a. And 

dualy we have (J E { α } such that vo=a. Taking -r E { α } such that -r 르 δ， (J, we 

have 

a=uo 르 따 르 X, 르 V, 르 Uu =a 

Hence a=x, for some -r ε { α ), which is a contradiction. 

We have given an obvious corollary: 

COROLLARY. Let L be a comþlete atomic lattice with unique comþlem3까• L is 

a discrete sþace in its order tOþology if and only if the se! of all atoms is finite. 
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